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 Self Portrait in Tub with 
 Chinese Food      



EAT
DRINK
ONE WOMAN
Artist Lee Price depicts our  
complicated relationship with  
food in her lifelike paintings
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f YoU gLAncE too quickly at Lee Price’s hyperre-
alistic paintings, you might mistake them for photo-
graphs. But the 44-year-old upstate–New York artist 
would rather you focus on the subject matter than the 

technique, which is, for the most part, women and food. 
Price, who studied painting at Philadelphia’s Moore 

College of Art, has a long-held fascination with the in-
tersection of these two subjects, inspired by her own 
experience. “The food thing came up because I’ve 
had issues with food ever since I was very young, and 
body-image issues. I was always very thin but always 
trying to lose weight,” she says. “They’re very perso-
nal paintings.” In fact, the images—bird’s-eye views of 
women surrounded by luscious-looking desserts or the 
crumpled wrappers of a junk-food binge—are all self-
portraits, painted from photographs of the artist. The 
life-size works show Price, often nude or in underwear, 
in unusual eating situations, like sprawled across a bed 
shoving a pastry in her mouth or crouched in the bath- 
tub holding a full pie.

On one level, her work is about compulsivity: the ae-
rial view is meant to conjure the sensation of watching  
oneself engage in a compulsive behavior and being una-

ble to stop it. That aspect seems to resonate for many—
Price often hears her work referred to as “binge paint- 
ings” or “bulimia paintings.” But she asserts that the 
images of women in repose surrounded by unrestricted 
portions of decadent treats can also be seen as a kind of 
liberation from the constant monitoring of food choices 
that so many engage in. “In this society, there’s so much 
pressure for women to be thin. We’re not supposed to 
have appetites—and not just for food, but for a lot of 
things. We’re the givers and not the consumers, and I 
think some of my recent paintings are about the women 
staring at the viewers and saying, ‘I’m not going to cen-
sor my appetite,’” says Price. 

Perhaps that’s why the food in the paintings—jelly do-
nuts oozing off the canvas, or whipped, frothy cupcakes 
straight out of a high-caloric fever dream—seems as focal 
to the work as the female figures. “Oh my god, there 
are some paintings that I’ve done and I’m sitting painting 
them and I’m so hungry, and then I realize it’s because I’m 
painting all these chocolates,” says Price. “I always go to 
what’s decadent and forbidden like pies and cakes and 
sweets. I’m not going to do a bowl of vegetable soup.”

Which makes the process much more enjoyable. 
When Price comes up with an idea of what she wants 
to paint, she rounds up her props—say, a cake or a box 
of cinnamon rolls—and has a photographer friend shoot 
the scene for her to use as reference. “For some of the 
really elaborate paintings, I’d actually have friends over, 
and we’d eat all the food,” she says. “I have a little party 
and tell everybody, ‘I’m doing a painting. It’s ice cream. 
Come help me eat the ice cream.’ People like when I’m 
in the middle of a painting.”

She does, however, take a few liberties with her  
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edible subject choices. Price is now a vegan, so in her more 
recent work, the food that looks like it contains meat or 
dairy doesn’t. (For a McDonald’s painting, she actually or-
dered a Quarter Pounder with no cheese or meat.) As a 
result of her new eating habits, she’s now working on a fu-
ture series around the industrial farming of animals, which 
she says consists mostly of paintings of pigs. But it’s her 
self-portraits—which have been shown in galleries around 
the country, including L.A. and N.Y.C.—that she hopes will 
open up a dialogue about the taboo subject of women and 
food. “A lot of times, I feel like people are skirting the is-
sues, like they don’t want to discuss the content. I’m surpri-
sed how few people ask me what they’re about. I feel like it 
makes people uncomfortable,” she says. “But I’m painting 
them and I’m displaying them, I’m not really trying to hide 
anything. I’m putting something on the table, like, ‘Here, 
look at this. Maybe you can relate to this.’” B
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